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Introduction

In-group, out-group stereotyping dates back to very ancient times due to the contact and exchange 
that have always occurred between peoples and human groups from different cultural, political and 
social backgrounds. Literature and its different genres; tales, proverbs, poems have been the means 
via which such stereotypes are circulated from one generation to the next (Dundes 1975, Shirley, 
L 1995, El Amrani 2006, Belafia 2008, etc). The will to know the other, their representations and 
their attributes have led to the construction and sustainability of a set of stereotypes in which the 
dichotomy of the self and the other intersect. Accordingly, Kosic and Phalet argue that “as people from 
different cultures interact with each other, they face not only different belief systems, values, customs 
and behaviors, but […] also prejudice towards each other” (2006, p. 770). 

Numerous are scholars and theories that have been largely keen on tracking group stereotyping and 
their connotations, Allport, G. 1954, Tajfel, Forgas, et al 1981, Tajfel and Turner, 1986, Jodelet, 1991, 
Keefe, S. 1992, Jost and Banaji 1994, Shirley, L 1995, Joffe, 1999, Diane M. Mackie & Eliot R. Smith 
2002, Jost, Kivetz, et al 2005, El Amrani 2006; however, the Moroccan context is characterized by 
scarcity of references tackling this issue. Consequently, the present pilot study comes as a response to 
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cater for this gap by shedding light on the stereotyping of some social groups in Moroccan Arabic proverbs.

1. Review

1.1 On stereotypes

Different perspectives are hold as far as the definitions of stereotypes are concerned; the most 
relevant one to this study is the socio-psychological one that views stereotypes as “pictures in the mind” 
or reproductions of reality (Allport, 1954; Plous 2003).  In this regard, most scholars’ definitions 
assume that stereotypes are generalized fixed mental pictures that a person has in mind about another 
person or a group of people, place, or experience. They stand as social representations or a sort of 
social realities that members of a given group hold towards the target one. Given their multilayered 
connotations and implications, various theories and paradigms have tended to explain the social 
psychological perspectives of stereotypes. 

The Self-Categorization Theory

This theory claims that categorical thinking is a cognitive natural process of the human being’s 
mind; people have the tendency to think with “the aid” of structured categories which help them 
formalize mental pictures vis-à-vis the target. They believe that people who think about the society 
in terms of categories are mainly those who stereotype very often. For instance, Allport (1954, p. 20) 
assumes that “The human mind must think with the aid of categories… once formed, categories are 
the basis for normal prejudgment. We cannot possibly avoid this process. Orderly living depends upon 
it”. Similarly, Tajfel & Forgas (1981) assume that “social categorization is a core cognitive process 
by which is meant the segmentation and the organization of the social world into social categories 
or groups”. Accordingly, categorical thinking helps people “reduce the complexity of incoming 
information” and predict and guide one’s behavior toward that group by formulating stereotypes. 
(Hewston and Giles 1997, p. 271). 

The Social Identity Theory

Proponents of this theory assume that the group constitutes an essential component of self-
identity; members perceive themselves as interchangeable exemplars of “the membership group” and 
the category or the group to which they belong is “the social extension of the self ”. They conceive 
in-group membership part of the self and a major component of their own identity (Mackie & Smith 
2002, p. 5).  To that end, it is a natural process for people to identify themselves in a group or a 
category that shares similar features as them and distinguishes them from other groups. This is why 
individuals stereotype all out-group members as having the same personality, character and behavior 
traits. In short, advocates of the social identity theory claim that individuals resort to stereotyping as 
“an ego defensive means” whenever they experience a threat to their own identity and self-esteem. For 
instance Jost, Kivetz, et al (2005, p. 306) claim that “threats to self-esteem stimulate enhanced levels 
of stereotyping and discrimination”.

The System Justification Theory

Advocates of such a theory believe that stereotypes do not categorize or discriminate between 
members coming from different groups but they do legitimize the existing social order. Accordingly, 

the social system is fair and equal and the existing inequalities among members are quite normal since 
“everyone gets his share” (Jost, Kivetz, Guermandi, et al 2005, pp. 309-310). In this respect, Jost and 
Banaji (1994, pp. 10-18) state that stereotyping is “an ideological process that serves to justify the 
status quo and bolster the legitimacy of the existing social order”. That is to say, this theory attributes 
a social order function to stereotypes since they reflect the real situation which is prevailing in all 
societies that of inequality between groups that are either filed according to gender, age, ethnicity or 
race. From the standpoint of the System Justification Theory:

Stereotyping reflects an ideological process that serves to satisfy a general tendency to justify the 
system and accept existing inequality as fair and legitimate. Complementary status stereotypes are 
especially effective system justification mechanisms because they allow people to justify inequality; 
i.e, “people deserve what they get and get what they deserve”, and at the same time to create a 
psychological sense of equality. (Jost, Kivetz et al 2005, pp. 309-310).

In short, the main tenet of this approach is that stereotypes do mirror the social reality of the social 
environment where individuals live. Every society is made up of a number of inequalities among 
members at different levels; gender, age, class belonging, ethnicity, etc. Stereotypes contribute to 
legitimizing the social order and create a psychological sense of equality by making people believe that 
they are living in a just world and everyone gets what they deserve. 

1.2 On proverbs

Studying proverbs has been the interest of anthropologists, folklorists, psychologists, sociologists 
as well as linguists who have shed light on the proverb as a unit of discourse from different aspects 
and “this may account for the vast bibliography of works devoted to the proverb” (Dundes, 1981, p. 
961). Yet, it is surprising that the definition of this brief unit of discourse has remained a difficult task 
and the common concern by which most scholars start their research is the difficulty of finding an 
adequate definition to the word proverb. The difficulty stems from what this small “frozen structure” 
entails in its structural format, semiotic and semantic implications, rhetorical function as well as the 
assertive wisdom that has fascinated people from various cultures (Youssi 1995, Dundes ibid). Taylor 
(1996, p. 10), for instance, assumes that “the definition of a proverb is too difficult to repay the 
undertaking; and should we fortunately combine in a single definition all the essential elements [...] 
we should not even then have a touchstone”. 

Similarly, Whiting (1932, p. 274) states that “to offer a brief yet a workable definition of a proverb 
... is well nigh impossible” and “happily no definition is really necessary, since all of us know what a 
proverb is”. Accordingly, proverbs entail a sort of continual value and wisdom that thousands of words 
cannot convey; he assumes that “a proverb in the hand is often worth a thousand words”. Another 
scholar, Mieder (1996, p. 45) relies on the folk view instead of researchers to define the concept of 
proverb. He starts the definition by giving instances of proverbs that define proverbs; for example,

“Proverbs are the wisdom of the streets”
“Proverbs are the children of experience”
“Nothing can beat a proverb”
“All the good sense of the world runs into proverbs”
“The wisdom of the proverb cannot be surpassed”
“Common proverbs seldom lie”  Mieder (1996, p. 46)
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By tracking the above cited proverbs, the most recurrent themes imply that proverbs encompass 
wisdom, experience, and truth. Eventually, Mieder (ibid, p. 50) also conducts a survey to collect 
people’s definitions of the proverb and from informants’ responses he comes up with this definition: 

A proverb is a short, generally known sentence of the folk which contains wisdom, truth, morals 
and traditional views in a metaphorical, fixed and memorisable form and which is handed down from 
generation to generation.

In brief, scholars’ discourse about the difficulty of defining proverbs stems mainly from the 
multilayered functions that “these frozen structure” fulfils in society. Consequently, our common 
sense states that proverbs flourish out of our ancestors’ experience, shared knowledge and their 
assumption of the social reality, a fact which gives proverbs that assertive tone of transmitting messages 
and convincing others. 

1.3 On stereotypical proverbs

Stereotypical proverbs are a worldwide phenomenon that exists in almost all societies; they aim 
at favoring one’s in-group characteristics and belittling those of the out-group. In a study, Mieder 
(1993, p. 52) has traced of the American proverb “The Only Good Indian is a Dead Indian” from 
its nineteen-century roots down to the present day. Such a proverb entails negative stereotypes about 
native Americans and though it was said many years ago, “negative stereotypes regarding the Native 
American are the ones that have survived in popular tradition”. The findings of this research reveal that 
since the stereotype about Native Americans has been circulated through a proverb it resists change in 
the mind of its holder and sustains to expand on a large scale (Mieder ibid, p. 53). 

In the Arab context, Zenner (1970, p. 428) works on a corpus of stereotypical proverbs on 
the existing ethnic groups in the Middle East. The groups are classified under four categories: I- 
Confessional groups: Moslems, Christians, Jews, Shiites; II- Ethnic groups: Kurds and Gypsies; III- 
Ecological groups: Urbanites, Villagers, and Bedouins; and IV- Local groups: inhabitants of different 
cities, villages, and regions. The analysis reveals that the dominant themes in these proverbs are poor, 
cruel, merry, stupid, clever, haughty, or absurd in relation to the groups under investigation. On the 
other hand, informants’ attitudes toward these groups show that most of them hold “inter-confessional 
distrust” as well as “inter-group hostility”.

In Morocco, El Amrani’s (2006, p. 143) investigates a corpus of stereotypical proverbs that depict 
people coming from different groups in Morocco. The aim is to find out Moroccan people’s attitudes 
towards people coming from different tribes, cities, ethnicities, religion and so on. Accordingly, proverbs 
are classified thematically: proverbs about Moroccan cities, proverbs talking about regionalism, others 
underpinning the way of talking, proverbs about advice, sarcasm, injustice, ingratitude, etc.  The 
findings reveal that stereotypical proverbs touch all the categories in society, and such proverbs 
overgeneralize attributes to all the people coming from the same “file”. 1 As the author puts it:  

Chaque tribu ayant son lot de stéréotypes; aucune n’y échappe, et les membres de chaque 
communautés sont tous affublés des mêmes travers. Ils sont soit tous généreux soit avares, gentils ou 
méchants, fiables ou traîtres, dignes ou méprisables… 

1  Allport 1954

Every tribe has its own set of stereotypes, and all the members of a community are thought to have 
similar attributes. Either they are all generous or stingy, nice or nasty, honest or disloyal, noble or humble…

By the same token, Belafia (2008) analyses a set of stereotypical proverbs about women in Moroccan 
society. Various images are found to be associated with women such as a female, wife, mother, and 
maid; for example: beauty, intelligence, cunning, sorcery and so forth. The aim has been to investigate 
the role played by stereotypes in circulating a false or true image about Moroccan women.  In brief, 
stereotypical proverbs provoke the concept of other, or otherness (l’autre 2), a fact which implies 
favoring one’s own group and undermining people coming from the out-group. 

2 Method

A pilot study is the first step of any research since it yields numerous merits for the main study or 
what is also known as the full study. Accordingly, this pilot study aims at highlighting the variable(s) 
(age, gender, literacy level) that has/have the most significant impact on informants’ attitudes 
(awareness, use and agreement) vis-à-vis a corpus of stereotypical proverbs on some social groups 
in Morocco. Indeed, the thematic analysis of the corpus shows that such proverbs refer to different 
groups; yet, to facilitate informants’ reactions towards them, it is deemed significant to condense 
some groups into one global one. To that end, the target groups are classified under four classes each 
implying other subcategories; Arabs (Arabs coming from the city (Medini) and Arabs of the country 
side (‘rubi people)), Imazighen 3 (Amazigh, Rifi and Susi), Jews, and Sahrawi 4 people. In line with this 
affiliation, four research questions are raised; 

2.1 Research questions and Research Design

1. How do Moroccan people perceive group stereotyping in proverbs?

2. To what extent are there any age differences among Moroccans with respect to their perceptions 
of group stereotyping in proverbs? 

3. To what extent are there any gender differences among Moroccans with respect to their 
perceptions of group stereotyping in proverbs?

4. Do literate and illiterate people vary in their perceptions of group stereotyping in proverbs?

Given the nature of the research questions, this pilot study calls for the use of an ex post facto 
research design since it aims at studying relations or correlations between existing variables.  Ex post 
facto research design explains a consequence based on antecedent conditions, determine the influence 
of a variable on another variable, and test a claim using statistical hypothesis testing techniques. 
(Cohen, Manion, et al. 2000). Similarly, Kerlinger and Rint (1986) assumes that in the context of 
social science research an ex post facto investigation seeks to reveal possible relationships by observing 
an existing condition or state of affairs and searching back in time for plausible contributing factors. 

2  Al Amrani 2006

3  The national standardized division of the group of Imazighen in Morocco falls under three subcategories. 
Imazighen of the North speaking Tarifit and they are referred to as Rifi, those of the High and Anti Atlas speaking 
Tashelhit and they are known as Susi. The last group entails those dwelling in the middle Atlas and speaking Tamazight 
and they are referred to as Amazigh. In this study, given the names used by people living in Ain Taoujdate, the first category 
is referred to as Rifi, the second Susi and the last one Sheluh.

4  People coming from the south of Morocco are referred to as Sahrawi in relation to Sahara
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Such a design is relevant to the context of this study since it would investigate any existing correlation 
among the independent variables (age, gender and people’s literacy level), and the dependent ones 
(awareness, agreement and use of stereotypical proverbs referring to the four social groups in Morocco). 

2.2 Research Instruments

To collect informants’ data two main instruments have been used; the proverb completion task, 
and the questionnaire.  

The Proverb Completion Task (PCT)

This technique has been used to get access to informants’ awareness of proverbs stereotyping the 
four social groups under study. In this regard, informants are given a proverb with a missing item that 
they have to complete from the suggested multiple choices; an instance of the PCT is listed:

 Ila šəƒti ________ kaybki ‘ərƒu ḍalm

a- Sahrawi            b- Dukali                   c- Susi

tiq fl ħaƒa u matiqš f ________

a- žbala               c- Fasa                 c- Rjafa

The PCT technique contains the corpus of proverbs as well as participants’ age, gender and literacy 
level. At the end of the task, there is an open question for informants to write other similar proverbs 
from their own background knowledge. So this technique is mainly used to answer question N°1 
which purports to investigate the correlation between people’s awareness on the one hand and their 
gender, age and literacy level on the other hand.

The Questionnaire

One of the objectives of the study is to investigate people’s attitudes, in terms of use, agreement 
with the content of such stereotypical proverbs; thus, the questionnaire has been used to attain this 
purpose. The study makes use of a 5 likert scale questionnaire ranging from 1- never to 5 always. Two 
instances from the questionnaire are highlighted:

Do you agree with these proverbs?

o Never    o Seldom   o Sometimes   o Often    o Always

Do you use these proverbs?

o Never    o Seldom    o Sometimes   o Often    o Always

At the end, two open questions are asked to respondents about the difficulty of understanding the 
task given to them:

To what extent is the questionnaire task clear to be filled in? 

Do you have any comments about this questionnaire? Please specify?

2.3 Population Sample

This study opts for judgmental sampling because it fits its ontological underpinnings. In this type 
of sampling, informants are selected with a specific purpose in mind (gender, age, literacy level, etc); 
it is believed that some participants fit better for the study compared to other individuals. From 55 
participants, the final sample totals 20 informants all of them are from Rabat city. Accordingly, any 
incomplete questionnaire or proverb completion task is discarded from the analysis of the data. Each 
independent variable is divided on two subcategories; for gender: males and females, literacy level: 
literate and illiterate and for age:  Young-Adult-Middle aged and Elderly. As far as the last variable is 
concerned, there are some specific national selection criteria. By reviewing the “Recensement Général 
de la Population et de l’Habitation” (RGPH) 5 statistics (2014), age classification is done either with 
the interval of four years (0-4; 5-9; 10-15; 16-20, etc) or by dividing the population into three major 
groups (less than 15 years, from 15 to 59, 60 and more). 

The former classification seems inadequate for this study because it is too much detailed and it 
may be used in studies that aim at investigating the effect of age per see; the present study assumes the 
importance of other variables as well. The last classification that of dividing the population into three 
major groups seems to meet the objectives of this piece of research; yet the informants are elicited 
only from the last two groups (from 15 to 59, 60 and more). The rationale is that this study does 
not purport to include children’s reactions vis-à-vis the issue under study. The role of children and 
those under 15 should not be undermined especially that  many theories assume that stereotyping 
as a cognitive process starts early in a child’s life; however given the limited scope of this paper not 
all age categories can be included. To make the notion of age more concrete, two working labels are 
operationalised; the first group of people who are from 15 to 59 are labeled “Young-Adult-Middle 
aged”, the second who are 60 and more are called “”Elderly”.

Table 1: Informants ‘characteristics

Gender
Male Female
Age Age

Young-Adult-Middle aged
15-59

Elderly
60+

Young-Adult-Middle aged
15-59

Elderly
60+

L I L I L I L I

3 1 2 4 2 3 2 3

Total 20 participants

2.4 Data coding

5  General Census of Population and Housing is done on the basis of once every ten years under the responsibility 
of “Haut-Commissariat au plan”
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The main step that bridges data collecting process and data analysis is data coding; a process of 
assigning numbers to the values of the variables investigated. To start with, informants’ gender, age, 
literacy level are subject to dummy coding by applying random but consistent values; Male subjects 
are coded 1 while females are assigned 2. Similarly for the variable of age, informants who are between 
15 to 59 years are coded 1 whereas 60 and more are coded 2, and finally Literate informants are 
coded 1 while illiterate ones are assigned 2. These values (1 and 2) have no advantage over each other; 
they just serve as a differentiating function to facilitate the computing process; the following table 
illustrates the adopted coding process while running Univariate Analysis of Variance:

Table2 : Univariate Analysis of Variance

Between-Subjects Factors
Value Label N

gender of participant 1,00 male 10
2,00 female 10

age 1,00 15-59 9
2,00 60-more 11

litera level 1,00 literate 9
2,00 illiterate 11

3. Results

3.1 The Questionnaire Analysis  

The questionnaire purports to study the correlation between participants’ use and agreement with 
the stereotypical proverbs under study and their age, gender and literacy level. Data analysis is done 
quantitatively through the use of the SPSS software program; the first statistical measure Descriptives 
is run to present a general overview of the way the data look like. 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive Statistics
N Minimum Maximum Mean S t d . 

Deviation
gender of 
participant

20 1,00 2,00 1,5000 ,51299

age 20 1,00 2,00 1,5500 ,51042
litera level 20 1,00 2,00 1,5500 ,51042
agreement 20 1,00 5,00 3,1500 1,34849
use 20 1,00 5,00 3,2000 1,43637
Valid N 
(listwise)

20

It seems on first glance that despite informants’ gender, age or literacy level, they use proverbs 
stereotyping the four groups under study more than they agree with them. Yet; to shed light on the 

variable(s) that has the most significant impact comparing means measure is run as well. 

Comparing Means

Table 4: Correlation between Use, Agreement and Gender

use agreement  * gender of participant
gender of participant use agreement
male Mean 3,3000 3,0000

N 10 10
Std. Deviation 1,33749 1,28668

female Mean 3,1000 3,3000
N 10 10
Std. Deviation 1,59513 1,42984

Total Mean 3,2000 3,1500
N 20 20
Std. Deviation 1,43637 1,34849

This first table reveals the effect of gender on informants’ use and agreement with stereotypical 
proverbs. The findings display that there is no significant difference between males and females’ use 
since the mean of use for males is 3.3 and for females 3.1. Similarly, gender shows no significant impact 
on subjects’ agreement with these proverbs; the mean for males’ agreement is 3 while for females is 
3.3. Consequently, no conclusion can be drawn as far as the impact of gender on informants’ use or 
agreement with proverbs stereotyping the four groups under investigation is concerned.

Table 5: Correlation between Use, Agreement and Age

Use agreement  * age
age use agreement
15-59 Mean 3,1111 3,2222

N 9 9
Std. Deviation 1,45297 1,20185

60-more Mean 3,2727 3,0909
N 11 11
Std. Deviation 1,48936 1,51357

Total Mean 3,2000 3,1500
N 20 20
Std. Deviation 1,43637 1,34849

This second table highlights the impact of age on informants’ use and agreement with the corpus 
of proverbs under study. Comparing means method underpins that no significant difference can be 
realised between Young-Adult-Middle aged group (15-59) and that of Elderly (60+). As far as use is 
concerned the mean for Young-Adult-Middle aged group is 3,1 while the mean of Elderly participants 
is 3,2. Likewise, the mean for Young-Adult-Middle aged group’s agreement is 3,2 whereas the mean 
for elderly is 3,09.  In brief, the findings reveal that age does not have a very significant impact on 
informants’ use and agreement with stereotypical proverbs.
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Table 6: Correlation between Use, Agreement and Literacy level

use agreement  * literacy level
literacy level use agreement
literate Mean 2,3333 2,5556

N 9 9
Std. Deviation 1,22474 1,13039

illiterate Mean 3,9091 3,6364
N 11 11
Std. Deviation 1,22103 1,36182

Total Mean 3,2000 3,1500
N 20 20
Std. Deviation 1,43637 1,34849

Finally, this table displays the impact of literacy level on informants’ use and agreement with 
proverbs stereotyping the four groups under investigation; it shows that illiterate informants’ mean of 
use is 3.9 higher than that of literate group which scores 2.3. Similarly, illiterate informants’ mean of 
agreement is 3.6 higher than that of literate subjects whose mean of agreement is 2.5. In short, through 
the analysis of this table and after comparing both groups’ means literate and illiterate informants, it 
should be concluded that literacy level plays a significant impact on people’s use and agreement with 
stereotypical proverbs

3.2 The Proverb Completion Task (PCT) Analysis

This technique aims at investigating informants’ awareness of the corpus of proverbs under study 
in relation to their age, gender and literacy level. For this reason, participants are assigned grades 
according to their own awareness; indeed the proverb completion task is composed of 10 items and 
each correct one is scored one point; the following scoring is adopted as the systematic coding process.

Table 7: Grading Scale for the PCT

Value Level of awareness
8-10 points Highly aware
5-7 points aware
2-4 points Low aware
0-1 points unaware

As a preliminary step frequencies are run to get a general view of informants’ awareness of 
stereotypical proverbs; hence the mean is 4.7, a fact which may imply that participants’ awareness of 
these proverbs is low.

Table 8 : Frequencies

Statistics
awareness
N Valid 20

Missing 0

Mean 4,7000

To get a much clearer idea on the variable(s) that has/have the most significant impact on informants’ 
awareness of proverbs stereotyping the four groups under investigation, comparing means technique is 
conducted and the following tables are obtained.

Table 9: Correlation between Awareness and Gender

awareness  * gender of participant
awareness
gender of 
participant

Mean N Std. Deviation

male 4,0000 10 3,16228
female 5,4000 10 2,95146
Total 4,7000 20 3,06251

Table 10: Correlation between Awareness and Literacy level

awareness  * literacy level
awareness
l i t e r a c y 
level

Mean N Std. Deviation

literate 4,3333 9 2,82843
illiterate 5,0000 11 3,34664
Total 4,7000 20 3,06251

Table 11: Correlation between Awareness and Age

awareness  * age
awareness
age Mean N Std. Deviation
15-59 2,3333 9 1,73205
6 0 -
more

6,6364 11 2,50091

Total 4,7000 20 3,06251

The findings reveal that the three independent variables: gender, literacy level and age have impact 
on informants’ awareness of stereotypical proverbs; females are depicted to be more aware than males 
are, illiterate people are more aware than illiterate are and Elderly participants are more aware than 
Young-Adult-Middle aged people are. Differently from use and agreement that are argued to correlate 
with informants’ literacy level, awareness seems to be affected mostly by the variable of age since the 
mean of old people’s awareness is 6.6 over exceeding that of Young-Adult-Middle aged which is 2.3.   

In brief, the quantitative analysis of the data of this pilot study displays very significant patterns of 
result; on the one hand people’s awareness of stereotypical proverbs is mainly affected by the variable 
of age; simply put, the older the person gets the more aware of stereotypical proverbs he is. On the 
other hand, people’s agreement and use of such proverbs is shown to correlate the most with people’s 
literacy level variable; the more literate the person is the fewer stereotypes they use or agree with.
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Implications of the Pilot Study

Conducting a pilot study has been of paramount importance because it clarifies numerous issues 
that look ambiguous, and it reveals some implications that would serve further research. To start with, 
the two patterns of result are significant and could stand as working hypotheses for future studies under 
the same interest. Accordingly, the findings display, firstly, that literacy level has the most significant 
impact on people’s use and agreement with stereotypical proverbs; secondly, age seems to be the most 
significant variable that affects people’s awareness of these proverbs. Such findings are significant since 
they emphasize the role of education in eradicating such wrong views about some Moroccan groups. 
The common sense assumes that when people are highly educated they are more concerned with 
processes that have double-edge common benefits for them and their country. However, when people 
are illiterate, they rely on past attitudes to carry on their present life; they dodge challenges that could 
bring about noticeable changes in their life. With young people, it is found that they no longer believe 
in these stereotypes; this is a crucial finding since young people are the ones upon which the future of 
the country depends. Therefore, it is high time that perseverance should be put on their education and 
cultural intellect as the solution for many problems the country undergoes.
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Appendix: Proverbs under investigation

lfasi ila ħləf bħal ləħmar ila ‘ləf
When a Fassi person makes an oath is like a donkey when it feeds

lfasi u susi žarjən ‘la lfəls maka jnə‘suši
The man from Fez and the man from Sus are running after the coin, they are not asleep 

Kajqul lfasi lwəldu fiq bəkri u qijjəl təžri u bat txəməm
The Fassi person tells his son to wake up early, spend the day running and spend the night thinking.

lfasija məra u tžara, u lməknasija mra u ‘mara
The woman from Fez is a wife and a business, and the woman from Meknes is a wife and a good 
companion.

la šhada illa mərakəšija:
Do not believe in a testimony except of a Marrakshi person.

sir a kəlbi lmrakəš tržə‘ mulaj kəlbun
Go, my dog, to Marrakech city you will be called “Mr Dog”.

šər ṭanžawi bħal lli kajbəxr bžžawi
ṭəbib slawi ka jəžrħ u jdawi 
A doctor from the city of Salé; he causes injuries and cures them

šat lxir ‘la z‘ir u frquh bəlbəndir
«Zair» people are so wealthy that they distributed money (in tambours) to needy people.

ila šəfəti ši ṭwil u ‘ali u lħijjətu kif lqəršal lbali ‘rəƒ ləxla dəkkali
If you see a tall man with a worn beard, be sure that he is a Doukkali man.

ila šəfəti ddəkkali ka jəbki ‘ərfu ḍaləm
If you see a Dukkali man crying, you should realize that he is guilty

dəkkala f lgəs‘a wəkkala w fəsma rkkala w f larḍ buṭala
on the plate, Dukkali people eat a lot, on the sky, they dance well but on earth they are jobless.

rami žbala ža jəḍrəb lbakura rijjəb nnəwala 
The shooter of “Jbala” people, he wants to hit the fig but he destroyed the hut. 

žbala ħijjəd žim təbəqa bala
Jbala, if you take out the sound/ž /, [bala] cleverness will remain

žənnijja wala žəblija
Better to marry a demon woman rather than a Jebli one

ḍraft žbala žaw jtməlγu ħrqu nnəwala
The kindness of “Jbala” people they wanted to have fun but they burnt the hut.

Rrifi qtəl xuh ‘la bəṣla
A rifi person killed his brother because of an onion

tiq fəlħafa u ma tiqš fərjafa
You may believe in a cliff but do not believe a Rifian person

dir rrifi qəddamək la tədiru murak
Place a Rifian person ahead of you and not behind you 

Swasa šluħ lfəls u rjafa šluħ l‘əz u zmmur šluħ lxənz
Sussi people are Amazigh of money, Rifi people are Amazigh of dignity and pride, Zemmuri 
people are Amazigh of dirt.

səħrawi ila darha zina kajhrrəs lemmu lgəṣ‘a
When a Sahrawi man wants to make a favour, he breaks his mother’s plate [where she bakes 
bread]

səħhrawi qətlu la tγannu
Better to kill a “Sahrawi” person than to contradict him

‘qəl šluħ bnaw ḍḍar bla bab u qalu fin lbab
The intelligence of šluħ people they built a house without a door and they asked themselves: 
where is the door?

ma me‘ləm lγəšš γir lihud
Only Jews are known for being sly

žnan lihudi lmakla fih u llə‘na fmulah
To eat from a Jew’s orchard and insult its owner

bħal lli ka jħəssən ləwlad lihud la ažər la mənfa‘a
Like he who cuts Jewish children’s hair, he gets neither blessing nor benefits

ħaža bfəls lihudi jəqḍiha
A Jew can do a favour for a little coin
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